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Abstract
This study investigates Saudi cultural constructs re the potential to use digital design techniques, and how these may relate to certain cultural and educational aspects, influence ways of thinking and processes of designing, and advance architecture in Saudi Arabia. The study analyses the characteristics of Saudi culture and architectural education as the direct source of contemporary Saudi architecture. It also questions the relationship between the cultural background and current Saudi architecture and architectural education, as well as cultural and educational aspects that could prevent or challenge the use of digital design techniques.

The main research question asks: What are the potential influences and interactions of introducing digital design techniques to Saudi culture, Saudi architecture and architectural education? What are the methods or tactics to make this introduction happen? Will digital design techniques be introduced to Saudi Arabia in the near future?

The research establishes Saudi culture, architecture, and architectural education; architectural digital design techniques and architecture as an outcome from other countries; and the limitations or challenges of using new digital design tools in Saudi Arabia. The study is guided by qualitative research techniques, using the following methods to collect and analysis data: interviews with academic staff and students in three Saudi universities, focus group interviews with Saudi architecture students completing their architecture degrees at Australian universities, interviews with Saudi computer science students also in Australian universities, and analysis of all the interviewees’ views and expectations in relation to Saudi culture, architecture and architectural education, and the potential interaction with digital design techniques.

The study assumed there is a lack of knowledge – and application – of digital design techniques in Saudi architecture. There are some cultural aspects that could prevent the use of digital design techniques. Moreover, there is a challenge to change the usual way of architectural design. Finally, the use of digital design techniques is hard to understand and use compared to the current ways of architectural thinking and designing in Saudi Arabia.
The study finds that the perception of digital design techniques among Saudi architecture staff and students is a mix of positive and negative, and accepting and rejecting. Nevertheless, digital design techniques seem to be accepted. However, this is tied to gaining extra knowledge such as English, mathematics, programming languages and software, which are the main pillars of digital design techniques. Introducing these techniques to Saudi culture requires raising awareness of digital design techniques; an easy and smooth introductory period; and convincing Saudi culture of digital design techniques. Introducing these techniques will be achieved through architecture educators, architectural education, architecture students and computer science specialists.

The study is contributing to understand the new digital design techniques revolution at the three Saudi Arabia cultural levels (Saudi culture, architecture, and architectural education). More specifically, the role of these techniques in improving Saudi architecture, and in enhancing its architectural education.
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